Distressing Near-Death Experience
Although most reported near-death experiences (NDEs) are pleasant and even rapturous, almost one in five may be
disturbing or terrifying.[1]

Description
A distressing near-death experience (dNDE) is an event in consciousness distinguished by painful emotional tone and
unpleasant content, but otherwise sharing in the common elements of NDEs (i.e., ‘going somewhere,’ out-of-body
experience, presences [see internal link: NDE]). There is no loss of the fear of death. Marked by clear cognition and vivid
long-term memory, like other NDEs they belong to a family of experiences historically defined as mystical.[2] While secular
Westerners hearing about NDEs may believe they indicate a psychotic episode, secular Western experiencers themselves
are less likely to believe that.[3] [4]

What Is Not a dNDE
A close call A dNDE is not simply a frighteningly close escape from a threatening event.
Delirium Under drugs or in other disturbed mental states, a person may misinterpret physical reality. Medics may be
perceived as demons, painful procedures as unearthly torture, an ambulance siren as wails of the damned. As experiences,
these must be dealt with; but they differ from dNDEs by being distortions of physical events which can be explained later.
They lack the transpersonal character, cognitive clarity, and durability in memory which define NDEs.
Hallucination Like an NDE, an hallucination is an entirely subjective event. However, it is heavily confusional, does not
remain in memory as robustly as an NDE, and lacks an NDE’s potentially life-transforming power.

Circumstances
Like other NDEs, dNDEs have been reported under a wide range of circumstances, from cardiac arrest to spontaneous
events.[5] The term ‘near-death experience’ was coined to describe the circumstances of a particular study sample,[6] and as
described below, much subsequent research has focused on NDEs and dying. However, a more comprehensive view
recognizes the experiences commonly occur with no closeness to death.[7] [8] [9]
One study concluded that ‘NDEs occurring on either end of the "closeness to death" spectrum… are the same
experience.’[10] Sociologist Allan Kellehear observed that NDEs are a ‘regularly occurring social experience encountered by
many people in a variety of settings other than illness.’[11] (Emphasis in original.) This is of particular importance with
dNDEs, as it detaches the experience from the common explanation of after-death hell.

Aversion
Aversion to the subject of distressing spiritual experiences is widespread. One researcher, whose study encountered some
‘very distressing deathbed visions’, reported, ‘I have been amazed by [people’s] reactions. The vast majority ignore it.
Some get angry and think there is something wrong with me! Some people have told me they skipped that chapter. I
thought it might stir up some controversy but these reactions were not what I expected.’ [12] The near-absence of
investigation into dNDEs bears out this report.

Research
Reports of no distressing NDEs
Raymond Moody, Jr. has reported never hearing an account featuring the archetypical hell.[13] Other studies reflected that
view, especially influential studies in the US,[14] Australia,[15] and England.[16] The concept of unpleasant NDEs is met with
wariness.
Cardiologist Michael B Sabom said of his large hospital study, ‘In each case in which unpleasant emotions… were
encountered… they were perceived to be but a momentary impression in an otherwise pleasant NDE’.[17] Five other major
hospital-based studies from Italy,[18] UK,[19] Netherlands,[20] and US [21] [22] reported no distressing NDE. The multi-hospital,

US/UK AWARE study noted that consciousness during cardiac arrest, ‘together with fearful experiences may contribute to
PTSD and other cognitive deficits post CA’; however, the published findings include no specific data about those ‘fearful
experiences', which were in any event not considered to be NDEs.[23]

Reports of distressing NDEs
Despite the absence of distressing NDEs in those studies, eleven others[24] with 1,359 NDEs reported 315 (23%) as
disturbing, terrifying, despairing, or hellish. Across twenty-one studies between 1975 and 2005, 17.2% of the NDEs were
distressing.[25]
In the US, cardiologist Maurice Rawlings recounted graphically hellish experiences told him ostensibly by his patients,
maintaining that only conversion to conservative Christianity would save readers from a similar fate.[26]
A large Gallup survey reported that 1% of the NDEs in their sample included ‘a sense of hell or torment', but that many
others ‘were reluctant to interpret their experience in positive terms', describing ‘featureless, sometimes forbidding
faces… emotional or mental unrest; feelings of confusion about the experience; a sense of being tricked or duped into
ultimate destruction; and fear about what the finality of death may involve’.[27]
British psychologist Margot Grey was the first author of a general study to describe distressing NDEs: ‘a feeling of extreme
fear or panic… emotional and mental anguish, extending to states of the utmost desperation… a great sense of
desolation… the brink of a pit… the edge of an abyss…’ The few hellish NDEs she encountered added other features: ‘often
a definite sense of being dragged down by some evil force… visions of wrathful or demonic creatures… unseen beings or
figures which are often faceless or hooded... intensely cold or unbearably hot… sounds that resemble the wailing of
“souls” in torment… a fearsome noise’.[28]

Difficulties of Researching dNDEs
People with a distressing NDE do not like to talk about it; researchers, like the public, would rather not think about them.
A number of related factors make research into distressing NDEs especially difficult.
Unreadiness to disclose. Most people need time after an NDE before being ready to talk about it; they disclose
cautiously,[29] and a dNDE compounds that reluctance. Patients in hospital studies are likely to be discharged before they
are ready to share their NDE,[30] and cardiac arrest subjects often die before they can be interviewed.[31]
What are the questions? Especially with fragile subjects, ‘the interviewer—whose line of questioning is designed to be
reassuring and upbeat—is unlikely to elicit disturbing testimony’.[32]
What does the asker want to know? News of blissful NDEs has had such a positive, reassuring impact, few
interviewers have been alert to hints of frightening experiences. Only a handful of those who were alert chose to follow.[33]
Who is asking, and how? The most accurate information comes when people are interviewed by someone they know
and trust, well after the experience, in an informal setting, with no time constraints.[34] Inpatient hospital studies, most
especially involving cardiac arrest, do not meet any of these conditions, so it is unsurprising that they have not identified
distressing NDEs.

Varieties of Distressing NDE
A descriptive study of fifty dNDEs revealed three dNDE subgroups: [35] [36]

Inverse
In some dNDEs, features usually reported as pleasurable or interesting are perceived as threatening, often because of loss
of control or the bizarreness of the situation.
A man thrown from his horse[37] finds himself floating at treetop height, watching EMTs working over a body he is shocked
to recognize as his. No! No! This isn’t right! He screams, “Put me back!” but they do not hear him. He shoots through
darkness toward a bright light, flashing past shadowy people who seem to be deceased family members. He is panicstricken by the bizarre scenario and his inability to affect what is happening.

The Void

A dNDE of the Void is an ontological encounter with a vast emptiness, often a devastating scenario of aloneness,
isolation, sometimes negation of being.
A Christian woman in childbirth[38] finds herself flying over the hospital and into space. Several circular entities inform her
she never existed, that she was allowed to imagine her life but it was a joke; she is not real. She argues with facts about her
life and earth. No, they say, none of that was ever real; this is all there is. She is left alone in deep, empty space. She
awakens thinking, predestination. Several years later she learns that the entities were Yin-Yang symbols.

Hellish
The least common NDEs seem to be those perceived as overtly hellish, with great variety in their descriptions. In most of
these, the experiencer is present as an observer or guided traveler; except in experiences of shamanic initiation, torment
may be witnessed or interpreted but is not actually felt.[39] [40]
A man in heart failure[41] feels himself falling into the depths of the earth. At the bottom is a set of high rusty gates, which
he perceives as the gates of hell. Panic-stricken, he manages to scramble back up to daylight.
A woman[42] is being escorted through a desolate landscape and sees a group of wandering spirits. They look lost and in
pain, but her guide indicates she is not allowed to help them.
Another man[43] experiences being pinched maliciously, then torn apart by human-like beings. After his body mysteriously
reassembles, he finds himself in a glorious landscape of love and light and is taught many profound truths. Upon recovery,
he leaves his academic position and attends seminary.

Who Are the Experiencers
What kind of person has a dNDE? ‘For now,’ say scholars, ‘the best answer… is probably that NDEs appear, for the most
part, to be equal opportunity transpersonal experiences’.[44] People with NDEs cover the same range of demographic
characteristics as people without NDEs. No distinguishing data mark those who have a dNDE.[45]
Saints have endured horrendous near-death and other spiritual experiences,[46] while suicide attempters and violent felons
have reported bliss.[47]Despite that, a conviction persists that a distressing NDE is evidence of a person’s being mean,
guilty, hostile, angry, unloving, rigid, egocentric, God-denying, or spiritually lacking.[48] This view rests on supposition
alone, as no supporting data exist. There is no evidence that NDEs function as clear-cut reward or punishment, or that
character is a determinant.  

Interpretation
A person who has an unexplainable experience ‘immediately begins making conclusions on what or who they
encountered, why they had this experience, and what it is they needed to learn or act on because of it. These conclusions
come primarily from worldview… and are necessary [attempts] to contextualize experience so that it can be understood’.
[49]

Understanding, then, stems from the individual’s cultural concepts, pre-existing beliefs, and available vocabulary.[50]
Asked if she had been met by any presence in her NDE, a devout Catholic woman unhesitatingly said, ‘Oh, it was Saint
Jude. I pray to him all the time, so he knows me best’.[51] The traditional Christian concept of hell, deeply rooted in Western
culture, can pose serious challenges even to non-believers; any sense of falling in the dNDE, or of fire or unpleasant
entities is likely to be perceived as the imminence of hell.[52]
On the other hand, image content may be cross-cultural; so, the confusion of a Jewish woman who said she had been led
through her dNDE by ‘a Jesus look-alike’, or the Christian woman whose understanding of her dNDE was turned upside
down when she discovered that the ‘circles’ for which she had no name were the Yin/Yang.[53] The same image of elongated
darkness described in industrialized regions as a tunnel may, in regions with no hardscape, be called the neck of a gourd or
the calyx of a flower.[54]
The explanatory tools a person brings into an NDE are only those known beforehand.

Responses and Aftereffects

The strongest effect of many NDEs is an enduring awareness that the physical world is not the full extent of reality.[55] ‘The
world,’ says an experiencer, ‘is not what it seems.’[56] Because this perception runs so deeply counter to both Western
materialism and conservative religious dogmas, the new conviction may overturn personal life and social relationships
abruptly and permanently.[57] [58] Adjustment follows much the same pattern as culture shock[59]; reactions are often similar
to PTSD.[60] Distressing NDEs and their aftermath appear to follow the ancient shamanic pattern of
suffering/death/resurrection, which in less metaphoric terms can be read as an invitation to self-examination,
disarrangement of core beliefs, and rebuilding.[61] Three responses are common: [62]

The Turnaround: ‘I needed that’
A disturbing NDE, interpreted as a warning, may lead to changing behaviors. Movement toward a dogmatic religious
community is common, where strict rules promise protection.
I’ve stopped drugs, moved back to Florida, and now I’m in Bible college. I used to have a casual attitude toward death,
but now I actually fear it more. So yes, it was a warning. I was permitted another chance to change my behavior on
earth... I’ve taken my fear of death and given it to the scriptures.[63]

Reductionism: ‘It was only . . .’
Reductionism ‘allows one to repudiate the meaning of an event which does not fit into a safe category’.[64]
The near-death experience of a young woman in New York City included both loving and frightening elements. Reading
that researchers theorized physiological causes for NDEs, she concluded, “There are actual rational explanations for what
I experienced. It’s all very scientific”.[65]

The Long Haul: ‘What did I do?’
Other experiencers, years later, still struggle with the existential implications of a distressing NDE. The religious element
of their experiences is often an absence. (Unless cited, experiencer quotes are from the author’s files.)
I had an experience which has remained with me for 29 years... It has left a horror in my mind and I have never spoken
about it until now.
For some reason, [31 years later] all the memories are back and vivid... It’s like living it all over again, and I don’t want
to. I thought I had it all resolved and in its place, but I’m having a really bad time trying to put it away this time.
I expected the Lord to be there, but He wasn’t… I called on God and He wasn’t there. That’s what scared me.[66]
These are typically articulate people haunted by the existential dimension of their dNDE: What are the rules, if the
rules I lived by don’t work? Often they mention having been in therapy, some for many years. Not for a long time, if
ever, do they lose their fear of death.[67]
I’ve pondered if I was in that hell, will I go back on my death? Was I sent there for something perhaps I’ll do in the
future, or something I did in the past? ... I don’t believe in a hell, but it was such a strong experience, there is always
that underlying uncertainty and trouble and fear.

Aftereffects and Psi
Although considerable study has documented common effects of pleasant NDEs, including increased psychic and
intuitive sensitivity, no such data are available for distressing NDEs.[68]

Skepticism
In the literature, skeptics have centered on near-death experience generally.[69] Their critiques would assumedly apply also
to dNDEs.
Specific skepticism about unpleasant NDEs is expressed from within the field. Researchers are not in agreement about the
nature or significance of dNDEs despite their commonalities with pleasant NDEs. Although not precluding disturbing
experiences, the primary NDE assessment instrument,[70] used almost universally, captures exclusively pleasurable
emotional responses.

Some prominent researchers claim that dNDEs are not true NDEs. Neuropsychiatrist Peter Fenwick states, ‘I feel that
distressing experiences are, in fact, quite different, and… have a strong confusional component seen much less often in
the positive NDEs.’[71] (Note that confusional elements in positive experiences do not preclude inclusion as true NDEs.)
Psychologist Kenneth Ring propounded three arguments that distressing experiences are not genuine NDEs: that they are
‘hallucinatory visions’,[72] or ‘essentially emergence reactions to inadequate anesthesia’,[73] and that they have no
ontological status (‘Frightening NDEs, therefore, though they are by definition scary, aren’t real’.[74]).
Professor of religious studies Christopher Bache, PhD, following the psychedelic and holotropic work of psychiatrist
Stanislav Grof[75], has maintained that a frightening NDE is an incomplete NDE. Any such experience represents ‘an
encounter with some of the deepest structures of the psyche, structures that are universally distributed among persons’.[76]
This argument opens useful discussion of NDEs and similar events as products of the imaginal realm of the psyche,
archetypal products of the collective unconscious.

Proof of Life after Death; Hell
Proof is a scientific status requiring specific measuring points. NDEs are subjective experiences, neither measurable nor
viewable by external observers; they cannot be tested for accuracy or quantified or replicated at will. The only possible
control group able to attest to their being proof of life after death would be a sample made up of the dead. Furthermore, a
substantial number—possibly a majority—of reported NDEs occur not only in the absence of clinical death but in nonlife-threatening conditions and even spontaneously. Despite enthusiastic headlines, NDEs may suggest the continuation
of conscious experience after death but they cannot prove it. As such, distressing NDEs do not prove the existence of hell.
[77]

Posttraumatic Growth
With time, distressing NDEs can have positive psychological outcomes.[78] The literature on posttraumatic growth
indicates a promising and as yet underdeveloped approach for working with struggling NDE experiencers.[79] Says
psychotherapist Miriam Greenspan, ‘The world is in vital need of the truth that the dark emotions teach’.[80]
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